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Attorney Barton Morris is Voted by DBusiness Magazine as a Premier Metro Detroit
Attorney

(Newswire.net -- February 13, 2013) Detroit, MI -- Attorney Barton Morris was voted as a
premier attorney by DBusiness Magazine in Metro Detroit because of his undoubted
knowledge and experience in the field of criminal defense and drunk driving defense.

For High Risk Individuals who are incarcerated because of criminal offense like drugs,
assault, drunk driving, license restoration, weapons or theft, one of the most important
things to do is to find a lawyer that is well-experienced in the field of each specific criminal
case.  A high caliber defense attorney who is reliable and reputable can provide an

exceptional opportunity to fight and win a case in the court of law.

Attorney Barton Morris is one of the most reputable, reliable, experienced and trusted lawyers in the state of
Michigan, and takes each case with an effort and desire to win. He has an extensive experience and continuously
takes continuing legal education to provide outstanding quality legal services for his clients.  While he is practicing his
profession Attorney Barton receives repeated trainings from the country’s top trial lawyers. He is a Gerry Spencer
Trial Lawyer’s College graduate in Dubois, WY in September 2011; He is also a graduate of the National Association
of Criminal Defense Attorneys National Criminal Defense College in Macon GA, in June 1999.  Currently Barton Morris
has a pretigious Avvo rating of 9.3 which is considered superb amongst his peers.

Attorney Barton Morris also have shown his dedication to Detroit DUI defense by taking a lot of money and time from
attending advanced DUI classes to become highly skilled and represent clients in fighting against evidences. His
trainings and seminars include NHTSA/IACP Standardized Field Sobriety Testing Practitioner Course, Drug
Recognition Expert Training Course, National College of DUI Defense – 4 sponsored specialized DUI training session
yearly, Gas Chromatograph (GC/FID and MS) Blood Testing for Drugs and Alcohol, BAC Datamaster and Datamaster
DMT Operation and Certification Course, MI OWI Attorney Association and more.

Michigan Criminal Attorney Barton Morris is popular for his expertise, professionalism, experience and trial
preparations by his co-lawyers, clients and judges. He is dedicated to attain justice by fighting for his every case and
clients which don’t just plea them guilty. He is one reputable and trusted lawyer to win cases for criminal offense and
he had won many difficult and complicated cases because of his dedication and great knowledge in the field.

###

For more information about Attorney Barton Morris visit his website at http://www.michigancriminalattorney.com or
send an email at barton@michigancriminalattorney.com.

Contact:

The Law Offices Of Barton Morris

321 South Williams Street 
Royal Oak, MI 48067

(248) 541-2600
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